Case-based reasoning relies on four main steps: retrieval, adaptation, revision and retention. This article focuses on the adaptation step; we propose differential adaptation as an operational formalization of adaptation for numerical problems. The solution to a target problem is designed on the basis of relations existing between a source case (problem and solution) and a target case. Differential adaptation relies on the metaphor of differential calculus where small variations on variable values are related to variations of function values. Accordingly, variations between problems correspond to variations between variable values and variations between solutions to variations between function values. Operators inspired from differential calculus are able to manipulate the variations and to support the whole adaptation process. Differential adaptation is operational and provides generic operators that can be reused for different real-world numerical situations.
Introduction
Case-based reasoning (cbr) is widely used in many applications and tasks to solve problems in weak theory domains. cbr solves new problems by retrieving and adapting solutions of previously solved cases stored in a case base [35, 23, 25] . The basic knowledge unit is the case which represents a problem solving episode. A typical cbr cycle is composed of four main steps. Given a new problem, called a target problem, the retrieval step selects a source case from a case base. The adaptation step builds a solution to the target problem, relying on the differences between the source and target problems, and modifying accordingly the solution of the retrieved source case. The revision step improves the current target solution depending on actual and expected system results. Finally the retention step stores the newly solved case for further reuse.
In knowledge intensive cbr systems, cases are completed with domain knowledge which provides case vocabulary and semantics for interpreting situations, assessing similarity and supporting the adaptation process. Knowledge intensive cbr systems rely on several knowledge containers [34] : cases, domain knowledge, similarity measures, and adaptation knowledge. More generally, it is usually assumed in cbr that it is possible to rely on adaptation knowledge and variations between problems for finding and controlling variations between solutions: the less there are variations between problems the less there are variations between solutions. Nevertheless, modeling adaptation is a difficult task as it takes into account domain knowledge not always available or easy to acquire [15] . Most of the time, in practical applications, the adaptation step is either restricted to a simple copy of the source solution without any modification, or implemented in an ad hoc way in the framework of the application.
Adaptation in cbr has been studied in various situations, e.g. [21, 38, 32, 37, 15] , and there does not yet exist a general model of adaptation. By contrast, this article proposes differential adaptation as an operational approach to adaptation for solving numerical problems with cbr, i.e. problems where variables have numerical or totally ordered values. Adaptation is based on relations existing, on the one hand, between a source problem and a target problem, and on the other hand, between a source problem and the source solution. Differential adaptation materializes the research results of studies on adaptation within the cbr process, carried out by the authors for several years, e.g. [24, 18, 19, 12] , and more recently [13, 10, 17 ].
Adaptation and dependencies
Let us assume that we are given a target problem tgt and a case base including a collection of source cases srce-case = (srce, Sol(srce)), where srce denotes a source problem and Sol(srce) the associated solution. During the retrieval step, several source problems of the case base are retrieved and compared to the target problem. The matching process locally establishes the correspondence between a feature or a descriptor of the source problem and a corresponding feature of the target problem. The similarities and differences between the local features of the source and target problems are made explicit. Then, a global similarity measure combines the local feature similarities for assessing a global similarity between the source and the target problem. Accordingly, a general schema for adaptation is proposed in Figure 1 , where we have the following correspondences:
(i) The horizontal dimension corresponds to the matching of source and target problems, and to the corresponding modification of the source solution for designing the target solution. Similarity assessment (or matching) matches the descriptor of srce to descriptors of tgt and records the differences between problem descriptors.
(ii) The vertical dimension corresponds to the case dimension, including the problem and the solution, with the source case on the left and the target case on the right, A dependency records the links between problem descriptors and solution descriptor. Solution modification combines the result of the two previous operations to build a solution Sol(srce) from a modification of the source problem.
Indeed, cbr tries to find and to control variations between solution features from variations between problem features. The task of adaptation is to rely on the selected source case for designing a solution to the target problem. Hereafter, we present the principles of differential adaptation that applies to numerical problems, i.e. problems with numerical descriptors. Differential adaptation relies on a simple and intuitive basis and is useful when dependencies between descriptors are known and can be controlled.
Contribution of the paper
In terms of variations, the differences between problem descriptors and the dependencies between problem and solution descriptors can be modeled and computed through formulas analogous to differential calculus formulas [14] . Accordingly, in this paper, we introduce differential adaptation as a framework for adaptation inspired from differential calculus and based on the following main ideas:
• The adaptation process is decomposed into a sequence of adaptation steps materialized by reformulations [27] . Actually, this decomposition is based on a sequence of intermediate problems between the source and the target problems -in the problem space-called a similarity path (see Figure 2 ).
• A reformulation relies on a local operator that derives a problem feature from another problem feature (relations r k in Figure 2 ), and on a local operator transforming a solution feature into another solution feature (relations A r k in Figure 2 ).
• The similarity path has a corresponding path in the solution space, called an adaptation path, that modifies the source solution to build a target solution (see Figure 2 ). The local operators in the similarity path have corresponding local operators in the adaptation path, for adapting the source solution into a target solution.
A set of differences characterizes the global difference between the source and target problems, while a set of dependencies materializes the relations between operators in the space of problems and the corresponding operators in the space of solutions. The metaphor chosen for modeling the dependencies between the problem and its solution, and between the source and target problems, relies on differential calculus and partial derivatives that represent dependencies. The differential adaptation model is suited to numerical problems and relies on differential calculus, similarity paths and adaptation paths. An objective of this paper is to show that differential adaptation provides an operational and generic model for solving numerical problems with cbr. Differential adaptation can be applied to any numerical problem provided that the dependencies between descriptors can be computed and controlled, in the same way as for computing the derivative of a function we should know the rules for computing the derivatives of elementary functions.
The outline of the article is as follows. First, the framework of differential adaptation illustrated by concrete examples is given. Then, Prolabo experiment shows how differential adaptation may be implemented in a real-world application. A discussion on the applicability and limitations of differential adaptation follows. Then, experiments involving the approximation of mathematical functions show the good behavior of differential adaptation. Finally, related work is discussed and the paper is concluded. , what is the solution of the target problem 4×5? Here, the problem has two main features, namely the two operands, and the solution has one feature, namely the product. The differences between the features of the source and the target problems are 0 for the first feature and +1 for the second feature. The dependency between the source problem and the source solution may be expressed as follows: "The effect of an elementary variation of an operand on the result is proportional to the value of the other operand". Consequently, considering that 4 × 5 is equal to 4 × (4 + 1), the variation of the result caused by the variation of the operands in the target problem will be 0 for the first operand (namely 4 and the variation is 4 − 4 = 0) and 4 × 1 = 4 for the second operand (namely 5 and the variation is 5 − 4 = 1). The adapted solution feature will be given by the source solution feature and the effect of the variation using the + operator, i.e. 4 × 5 = 16 + 0 + 4 = 20.
The two principles of differential adaptation
In differential calculus [14] , the "total derivative" of a function of several variables can be expressed through the a sum of partial derivatives. Considering y ∈ IR n as a function of x ∈ IR m , the following formulas give the total derivative of y, denoted by dy, w.r.t. dx and the partial derivatives:
where
Inspired from a talk given by Ian Watson at ICCBR-99.
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The total derivative formula adds all indirect dependencies of y j on x i for computing the overall dependency of y on x. Then, if dx i and dy j are interpreted as "small variations" of x i and y j , then (1) can be considered as an approximation: given x 0 , x 1 ∈ IR m such that x 0 is similar to x 1 , and
, and
Here, y f (x) has to be interpreted as "y is a solution or an approximation of the solution of problem x" where f is a function associating solution y to problem x. Equation (1) may also be interpreted in the context of adaptation in cbr. Let us consider a domain where the problem space is IR m , the solution space is IR n , and where y ∈ IR n solves x ∈ IR m with y f (x). Then, equation (1) 
can be computed by applying the Equation (1) q times:
which can be likened to Euler's method for solving numerical differential equations. Thus, the adaptation of the solution y 0 of a source problem x 0 to solve a target problem x q can be decomposed into several steps by firstly finding intermediate problems
q , and secondly, applying equation (1) q times. This constitutes the second principle of differential adaptation leading to multi-step differential adaptation.
Back to multiplication of integers. Let us consider the following simple numerical problem: "3 × 5
?" knowing that 4 × 4 = 16, where × stands for multiplication of integers. The application of the notations introduced above gives f : 
As a first result, we obtain 3×5 16 where 16 is an approximation of the actual result of the operation. Then using multi-step differential adaptation, i.e. setting q = 2 and introducing the intermediate problem
In this second case, we obtain 3×5 15. This shows that the introduction of intermediate problems may have an influence on the quality of the solution in the differential adaptation process.
Case representation and notations
In the following, we assume that Problems and Solutions respectively denote the problem and solution spaces. A problem x (resp. a solution y) is by definition an element of Problems (resp. Solutions). There exists a binary relation on Problems × Solutions interpreted as "has for solution". This relation is not completely known, except for some of its instances (x 0 , y 0 ) which correspond to the source cases in the case base.
We assume that a problem x is represented by a set of m descriptors, i.e. x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m ), where x i is the i th descriptor of x and x i belongs to a IR. Similarly, for y ∈ Solutions, y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ). Therefore Problems = IR m and Solutions = IR n . All problems (resp. all solutions) are supposed to be of the same "size" m (resp. n). If a i denote the i th projection, i.e.
. . , a m are the problem attributes. In a similar way, the j th projection of Solutions is a solution attribute with range IR. This representation follows an attributevalue formalism [23, 7] .
From source to target
This section makes precise the "horizontal view" of Figure 1 , i.e., the relationships between source and target cases. These relationships are studied firstly as a one-step approach and then as a composition of steps.
2.4.1. One-step similarity assessment and solution modification Similarity assessment: computing dx. Given x 0 and x 1 , a source problem and a target problem, dx represents the relationships between x 0 and x 1 that are used in the adaptation process: dx represents some of the similarities and dissimilarities between x 0 and x 1 . The process (x 0 , x 1 ) → dx is called the similarity assessment. We assume that this process can be split into a set of local processes, one for each problem descriptor: 
Solution modification: computing dy. dy = (dy 1 , dy 2 , . . . , dy n ) is defined similarly to dx, with dy i is the operation taking as parameters y 0 j , y 1 j ∈ IR and giving as output dy j = y
The difference between dx and dy is that, in the adaptation process, x 0 and x 1 are available before dx, but dy is available before y 1 . In other words, the adaptation process includes the phases (x 0 , x 1 ) → dx and (y 0 , dy) → y 1 , the computation of dy being detailed in the next section. Now, given y 0 and dy, how should y 1 be computed? The answer is based on the fact that y 
Similarity assessment and solution modification within several steps
According to the second principle of differential adaptation, adaptation can be decomposed in q steps: given q ≥ 1, (x 0 , y 0 ) a source case, and x q a target problem, the similarity assessment aims at finding, for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q − 1},
can be computed (as detailed in the next section) and the last phase of differential adaptation aims at solving the system of equations:
given y 0 j and dy k j for any j and any k. In particular:
And this finally provides a n-tuple value y q = (y
From problem to solution
This section makes precise the "vertical view" of Figure 1 , i.e. the relationships between problems and solutions. More precisely, the question is to study how the solution descriptors change when the problem descriptors change, i.e. how to compute dy = (dy 1 , dy 2 , . . . , dy n ) knowing dx = (dx 1 , dx 2 , . . . , dx m )? The question can be rephrased as follows:
• For each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . m} and j ∈ {1, 2, . . . n}, what is the contribution of the variation dx i of the problem descriptor x i to the variation dy j of the solution descriptor y j , when every other problem descriptor remain constant? This contribution is denoted by d i y j and depends on the source problem x 0 .
• Given the contributions d i y j of each problem descriptor x i to the variation of the solution descriptor y j , the variation dy j is computed as follows, where IR is the domain of values of y j and also the set of possible differences for y j :
Computing the contribution d i y j to dy j . Considering a function f : x ∈ IR m → y = f (x) ∈ IR n and equation (1), the contribution of d i y j is given by:
More generally, we consider that
, then dx i = 0 and it comes:
The knowledge of
e. the influence of variations of x i on the variations of y j in the context of x 0 , constitutes the main part of the adaptation knowledge and can take different forms.
Computing dy j from the contributions d i y j . Based on the preceding developments, there exists a function with the profile (2), merging the contributions d i y j as follows:
An algorithm for differential adaptation
We present in Figure 3 an algorithm which summaries the operations involved in differential adaptation (multi-step process). In the next section, we show how differential adaptation and this algorithm are used to solve realworld numerical problems, based on the principles introduced and explained in this section.
The Prolabo application

An overview of the Prolabo application
Prolabo is a company manufacturing and marketing devices for chemical, pharmaceutical, biochemical, and biological laboratories. One of these devices is a guided microwave digestion device -"digester" for short-in charge of a programmed digestion process. The role of such a digestion process is /* Multi-step differential adaptation */ /* Solving problem x q by reusing source case (x 0 , y 0 ) */ Inputs :
• (x 0 , y 0 ) a source case with x 0 = (x 0 1 , . . . , x 0 m ) and with y 0 = (y 0 1 , . . . , y 0 n )
• x q a target problem
• {x k } k=1...q−1 a sequence of intermediate problems with
+ dy k j end end return y q /* with y q = (y to prepare -from a product to be analyzed-a sample for chemical analysis, thanks to various analysis processes (see Figure 4) . After digestion, the sample must be constituted only of the chemical atomic elements of the product to be analyzed. The digester is in charge of breaking all molecular bonds between atoms of the sample either chemically with aggressive chemical agents, or physically with mechanical or thermal microwave effects. The digestion process is fully automated and depends, on the one hand, on injection pumps controlling the special chemical agent injection, and, on the other hand, on a magnetron controlling the microwave effects. Injection pumps are controlled w.r.t. three main parameters: i.e. the chemical agents to be injected, the injection speed, and the injection duration. Meanwhile, there are two main parameters for controlling the magnetron: i.e. the power value and the emission duration. A digestion program is composed of sequential steps -from 5 up to 20 steps-where each step is controlled by a set of parameters, e.g. choice of the chemical agents to be injected, injection speed of the chemical agents, injection duration, magnetron power (percent of the magnetron maximum power), and magnetron powering duration (only one step is considered hereafter).
Programming a microwave digester remains a difficult and costly task, because it is manual and iterative. Thus, laboratory engineers try to minimize the number of trials by reusing past experience of successful digestion cases for similar samples in similar analysis conditions. This explains why cbr can be useful for solving the design of a digestion program. Hereafter, we show how differential adaptation can be used to solve such a problem. Accordingly, the so-called "Prolabo application" is based on the adaptation of previous "digestion programs" in order to design new digestion programs. The problem of designing a digestion program is considered as a planning problem with numerical descriptors and is solved with a cbr approach based on differential adaptation.
Knowledge elements within a case
A "digestion case" includes the description of a problem and its solution. The problem part describes the context of a digestion and the descriptors to be used for adapting a digestion program. The solution part is composed of a synthesis of the digestion program, called a "digestion plan", that can be effectively processed by a digester. Table 1 shows problem descriptors where, actually, only two out of thirteen descriptors are considered in this example: Analyzer Type (x 1 ) is related to the analyzer in charge of digestion; Analysis Class (x 7 ) gives information about the volatility of atomic elements to be tracked. Table 2 shows solution descriptors and only one of them is considered in the following: Moderation Level (y 2 ) is an integer measuring the moderation of the digestion process by gradually heating.
The current problem can be stated as follows: given Analyzer Type (x 1 ) and Analysis Class (x 7 ), can we compute Moderation Level (y 2 ) w.r.t. a source case which has been retrieved and provides values for x 1 and x 7 ? On a practical level, the higher the analysis class -elements to be analyzed are more volatile-the more the digestion plan has to be moderated. In addition, the more the analyzer is sensitive to aggressive chemical agents the more the digestion plan should be moderated with respect to the provided energy.
Then, for a given target problem and a retrieved source case, adaptation is performed on the source solution according to the differences between the source and target problems. Firstly, let us consider the dependency between Analysis Class (x 7 ) and Moderation Level (y 2 ) for the digestion plan. Test Tube Nature Integer x 3 Injection Speed Real x 4 Magnetron Power Real x 5 Tube Capacity Real
Analysis Class Integer x 8 Sample Weight Real
Lipids Quantity Real x 10 Glucide Quantity Real x 11 Mineral Quantity Real x 12 Cellulose Quantity Real x 13 Water Quantity Real Step Number Integer y 4 Total Duration Real y 5 Total Energy Real y 6 Injected Product Integer y 7 Injected Quantity Real Table 2 : The descriptors of a solution (only one step is considered). Moderation Level (y 2 ) is the descriptor adapted in the running example.
• ∆V 7 = {−2, −1, 0, +1, +2} is the domain of value variations for x 7 , i.e. the set of possible differences between two values of x 7 .
• W 2 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} is the domain of values for Moderation Level (y 2 ).
• ∆W 2 = {−3, −2, 0, +2, +3} is the domain of value variations for y 2 .
Each variation in ∆V 7 is mapped to a corresponding variation in ∆W 2 giving the value of ∂y 2 ∂x 7 . For example, when the variation for x 7 is of −2 in ∆V 7 , there is a variation for y 2 of −3 in ∆W 2 and ∂y 2 ∂x 7 = 3/2. Now, let us consider that, in the current problem, x Let us consider the different domains of values relating the descriptors x 1 (Analyzer Type ) and y 2 (Moderation Level ), being still based on domain knowledge:
• V 1 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} is the domain of values for x 1 (Analyzer Type ).
• ∆V 1 = {−2, −1, 0, +1, +2} is the domain of value variations for x 1 .
• W 2 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} is the domain of values for y 2 (Moderation Level ).
• ∆W 2 = {−2, −1, 0, +1, +2} is the domain of value variations for y 2 . Now, let us consider that, in the current problem, x The final adapted value for Moderation Level (y 2 ) is:
A difference of 1 on Analysis Class (x 7 ) entails a higher value for Moderation Level and a more moderated program, while a difference of 1 on Analyzer Type (x 1 ) entails a smaller value for Moderation Level and thus a less moderated program. This is a simplified but effective application of differential adaptation in a real-world context.
Below, we conclude this section with a brief comment on the history and the use of the Prolabo application in industry. The Prolabo system was initiated around 1995 and was presented for the first time during a workshop on cbr Adaptation at ECAI-96 [28] . Based on a first prototype, a system was developed for guiding the search for digestion programs with the help of keywords, e.g. title and description of programs, categories of problems such as air, food, soil, water. . . One option in the system was based on cbr and the case base was including digestion plans minimizing the time of the process, energy consumption, number of steps and chemical products to be used. The digestion devices were sold to specialized laboratories which were also able to extend the case base with their own experiences. Some of these new cases could be integrated in Prolabo as soon as their interest could be recognized.
To conclude this section, we would like to mention how the Prolabo system was appraised when it was in activity. Unfortunately, there does not exist any formal feedback report related to the use of the Prolabo system. The Prolabo system was appreciated by the technical staff of the laboratories where the system was working: it appeared that the digestion process was five times quicker when guided by Prolabo and that the reuse of cases was more easy and informative for engineers. The system was still in use at the beginning of the 2000s, but then the Prolabo society was merged with the BDH society and the industrial objectives of the resulting consortium changed and selling digestion program is no more a priority of the new society.
Discussion
The main characteristics of differential adaptation can be summarized as follows:
• Retrieval and adaptation are intertwined: according to the adaptationguided retrieval principle [37] , a source case is considered as similar if it is possible to adapt its solution to the target case. The adaptation process can be performed gradually by building an adaptation path -in the solution space-aligned with a dual similarity path -in the problem space.
• Adaptation knowledge represents dependencies between problem descriptors and solution descriptors: there is a dependency if and only if a variation of the value of a problem descriptor entails a variation of (at least) a solution descriptor.
• Adaptation knowledge represents the influence of a variation of a problem descriptor on the variation of a solution descriptor.
Moreover, let us mention that interactions are not taken into account within differential adaptation. Interactions may occur when an adaptation operation interacts with another adaptation operation, preventing the achievement of the solution. Interactions can be avoided in some situations when they can be detected and then modifying and introducing appropriate descriptors and dependencies. Further studies have to be carried out to examine this problem more carefully.
Finally, based on the preceding section, two important issues on knowledge engineering for case-based reasoning can be noticed:
• Case elaboration -or what's in a case-needs a large amount of knowledge on the way of adapting a case; connections can be made with the objectives of knowledge intensive cbr [1, 30, 36] . Actually, the representation of a case for being manipulated by cbr is probably different from the user representation. In particular, the Prolabo experience shows that the representation of a case must be well-known by the user of the case-based reasoning system.
• Influences constitute the main knowledge units for adaptation and for similarity assessment. Influences do not generally rely on global functions, but rather on local functions depending on the value of the source solution descriptor, the value of the source problem descriptor, and on the magnitude of the differences to be adjusted between problem descriptors. Knowledge on influences is of first importance and should be elicited and/or mined (see for example [16] or [15] where they are obtained through a knowledge discovery process).
Differential adaptation has some limitations and the first one is to be well adapted to numerical problems, because of the metaphor of differential calculus, but much less actionable in other more symbolic domains. Actually, the availability of adaptation knowledge is a major concern for designing a good differential adaptation process. Moreover, we have seen in the Prolabo application that it is important to know the interactions between descriptors, in problems and solutions, and to be able to quantify these variations w.r.t. domains of values of the descriptors. Actually, the lack of a complete description of the problem descriptors and their variations prevents the application of differential adaptation. Thus, problems that can be represented or approximated by mathematical functions are good candidates for being solved by a differential adaptation approach. Indeed, this is confirmed by the experiments which are proposed in the next section.
Experiments
We have conducted some experiments to show the behavior, the usefulness and the efficiency of the differential adaptation approach. In this section, we present and discuss the results of these experiments. The global setting of the experiments relies on the use of numerical functions that are known but that should be approximated based on the differential adaptation framework. More precisely, we have the following setting:
m where m is a non null integer,
• a (target) function f : D −→ IR n which is continuous and differentiable, where n is a non null integer,
• the matrix of partial derivatives f : J f = ∂dy j ∂dx i ij is used as domain knowledge for differential adaptation.
A source case is a pair (x, y) where x ∈ IR m denotes a problem and y ∈ IR n denotes a solution. The target problem x can be randomly chosen on D and y = f (x) is computed accordingly. The case base can also be randomly defined. Case retrieval is based on the Euclidean distance on IR m . Then the closest case w.r.t. Euclidean distance is selected.
The experiment consists in comparing the approximation of the target function using on one side differential adaptation and on the other side "adaptation by copy" or "null adaptation". In both approaches, the selected case is closest case w.r.t. Euclidean distance. In adaptation by copy, the selected cased is reused as such. In differential adaptation, the selected case is transformed following 4 variations corresponding to the length of the similarity path: "basic differential adaptation" with q = 1, i.e. no intermediate problem, q = 2 with one intermediate problems, q = 3 with two intermediate problems, and finally q = 10 with nine intermediate problems. By contrast, adaptation by copy (also known as null adaptation) leads to a "retrieval-only CBR system".
For a given target problem x 0 and a case base B we compute:
• a series of intermediate problems:
• the error induced by basic differential adaptation (q = 1):
where ad(B, x 0 ) ∈ IR n denotes the results computed by the CBR system with differential adaptation,
• the error induced by differential adaptation for q ∈ {2, 3, 10}, • m = 2, n = 1,
The case base has 3 different sizes, namely 10, 100, 1000 cases. The process hereafter is then repeated 1000 times: (i) random generation of the case base, (ii) random generation of the target problem, (iii) computing the average error, (iv) computing the standard deviation. The results are given in Figure 5 . Moreover, Figure 6 and Figure 7 present four curves each time with a case base B respectively including 10 cases and 100 cases which are randomly generated. In each figure, the dotted line corresponds to the target function f (x) = sin x 1 + e x . In (a), the other curve corresponds to the result of adaptation by copy. In (b) (respectively in (c), (d)), the other curve corresponds to the result of differential with q = 1 (respectively q = 2, q = 3).
Then we can observe the following phenomena:
• Looking at (a) and (b) in Figure 6 or in Figure 7 , one can observe that the quality of differential adaptation with q = 1 is much better than that of adaptation by copy. This is the first main observation.
• The influence of parameter q: looking at curves (b), (c), and (d) in Figure 7 , we can observe that the more q is high the better differential adaptation is, even if it is more easy to check this fact in Figure 6 . This is the second main observation.
• The influence of the size of the case base: another time, looking at curves (b), (c), and (d) in both Figure 6 and Figure 7 , we can observe that the approximation is of higher quality in Figure 7 with 100 cases than in than in Figure 6 with 10 cases. This is the third main observation of these experiments.
This interpretation concludes this section on experiments and shows the very good behavior of differential adaptation in solving the problem of mathematical function approximation with a cbr approach. This shows also that being interested in dependencies between descriptors in adaptation is indeed a good idea and can lead to good implementations of the adaptation process.
Related work
In this section, we discuss the place of differential adaptation w.r.t. close approaches. It can be noticed that references are not so recent as it seems that adaptation did not deserve so much attention in the cbr literature, at least for works close to differential adaptation. However, we will conclude the section with recent work on revision-based adaptation which is a complementary approach to differential adaptation.
In [6] , there is a proposition of using domain knowledge for explaining the solution of a specific problem. According to this approach, domain knowledge provides knowledge units for similarity measures and for adaptation operations as well. Actually, the paper highlights the key role played by dependencies between solution descriptors and problem descriptors. In the same way, a generic method is presented in [4, 3] , dealing with case abstraction and planning problem-solving.
In [31] , the formalization of adaptation in the context of design problems is based on a particular case representation allowing case processing with CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problems) methods. Following a similar approach as in [4, 3] , cases are decomposed into sub-cases, and global consistency is guaranteed by the constraint-solving method, which relies on an efficient heuristic: the source cases minimizing the number of constraints to be solved have to be preferred. Dependencies are expressed as constraints to be satisfied and the solver needs a detailed domain model for completing an efficient processing.
The two preceding approaches are mainly related to generative case adaptation, while some research papers have addressed transformational and substitution adaptation processes. In [5] , adaptation knowledge is presented under the form of local functions transforming a source case into a target case according to expected quality measures. Adaptation is then performed by applying a set of appropriate transformation functions allowing an improvement, i.e. a better quality measure of the target case. Hence, there is a need for a global function allowing the composition of local quality improvements into a global quality improvement.
In [8] , a simple local adaptation method uses interpolation functions for adapting a source solution descriptor depending on an observed difference between the source and target problem descriptors. Several interpolation techniques are enumerated according to the types of the descriptors.
In [2] , the general idea "the most similar case is the case that is the easiest to adapt" is considered as the basic principle. Accordingly, the authors introduce a "metric" based on the relations existing between the problem descriptors and the solution descriptors, i.e. an adaptation function for adapting a source solution into a target solution. Based on similar ideas, substitutional adaptation is provided with a working implementation for solving an industrial problem in [26] .
In [20] , the adaptation model is based on substitution as an adaptation operator. A case is connected to two individuals representing the problem and its solution in the considered case. Each solution individual is related through "dependency relations" to a set of individuals that are elementary descriptors of the solution. More recently, this research work has been extended in the context of knowledge intensive cbr [36] . The authors propose a domain independent algorithm for case adaptation based on planning techniques and heavily depending on a domain ontology. Here again, the role and the use of domain knowledge is considered as being of high importance.
Among more recent work on adaptation, [29] presents case-based adaptation of workflows. Adaptation is based on an anchor mapping algorithm which identifies the parts of the workflow where to apply the changes. In [22] , a method for increasing the context-awareness of case adaptation is proposed, with an application to a regression task. In this work, the context is used to improve the quality of adaptation rules that can be automatically extracted from the comparison of the cases. In [33] , adaptation in case-based design relies on k-nearest neighbors and is used for feature adaptation. These three papers show recent research directions on case-based reasoning and adaptation, and propose related adaptation strategies. However, they are not closely related to differential adaptation which relies on a different basis, namely differential calculus, which provides the rules for "computing adaptation" with the help of similarity paths and domain knowledge. Nevertheless, all approaches show that domain knowledge should be present for conducting a successful adaptation process.
For ending this discussion and providing a comparison with related work, we first summarize the characteristics of differential adaptation and then we compare these characteristics with respect to related work (see Table 3 ).
A1. Retrieval and adaptation are intertwined: a source case is selected in the case base if and only if it is possible to adapt its solution for solving the target problem.
A2. Adaptation knowledge represents dependencies between problem de-
The adaptation process is decomposed to yield a sequence of intermediate problems between the source and target problems (similarity path). Local operators have the ability to solve the intermediate problems. Then, based on the metaphor of differential calculus, global operators merge the local solutions for building a global solution to the target problem. Differential adaptation proposes an operational framework and is used in a real-world context.
Going further, cbr needs to be guided by domain knowledge at every step of the process. Domain knowledge may be used either by the human in charge of the system or by the system itself for designing a solution. When knowledge engineers are implementing knowledge systems aimed at solving real-world problems, they should consider cbr as a powerful inference schema, completing deduction and induction schemes. Following this idea, a complete knowledge system should rely on a knowledge base, on a case base, and in addition should be assisted by a knowledge discovery system.
